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 BPF researches and shares educational information encouraging Mississippi’s Economic Freedom while discouraging Crony Capitalism to increase Mississippi’s Economic Growth. BPF focuses on Constitutional Foundations, Education, Energy, Environment, Health Care, Federal Government & Agencies, Mississippi State Government & Agencies and Regulatory Abuses & Reforms.
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Under the Bus

by Kelley Williams
Published March 19, 2024
You might think the Governor and the Legislature threw Entergy Mississippi’s 461,000 customers under the bus as a sacrifice to the Economic Development Gods when they exempted the Amazon project from PSC oversight.
 


Two Data Centers for Mississippi

by Kelley Williams
Published February 22, 2024
There are over 10,000 data centers in the United States. But no big ones in Mississippi. That’s about to change - thanks to Amazon Web Services (AWS) and a package of goodies from the Governor and the MS Legislature. AWS will build two hyperscale data centers here. The first one will be in Madison County. AWS will invest $10 billion.
 


PERS Puts Pressure on Local Hospitals

by The BPF Editorial Board
Published February 14, 2024
Did you know that PERS, the state’s retirement system, covers more than just state employees? In fact, the system covers employees of state agencies, state universities and community colleges, public school districts, cities and counties, and other entities like libraries, tourism bureaus, economic development districts, and even government-owned hospitals.
 


The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Elon Economy

by Ashby Foote
Published February 10, 2024
Walter Isaacson is a great storyteller and a master biographer. As a writer, he is drawn to complex subjects from the genius ranks like Albert Einstein, Leonardo da Vinci, Benjamin Franklin, Henry Kissinger and Steve Jobs. His latest book, "Elon Musk," is exceptional.
 


BPF Book Review | "The Cloud Revolution" by Mark Mills

by Ashby Foote
Published January 29, 2024
Updated 1.29.24
“The Cloud Revolution Comes To Mississippi”
Fat Tuesday came early this year to Madison County with plenty of hollering, shouting and King Cake from the State Capitol to the Courthouse Square in Canton. Amazon Web Services (AWS) along State elected officials announced not one but two hyper-scale data centers with a total investment of $10 billion.
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The Culinary Travels of Chaz Lindsay of Polito Osteria
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Project

MS Legislative Session
Policy helping Mississippi's economy grow.
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Project

Mississippi River Flooding
Time to change the flood control plan – before it’s too late.
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Project

PERS
PERS needs sensible change to ensure its long-term viability
Bigger Pie Forum


















Research Topic

Mississippi's Electric Grid Stability
Unreliable and unpredictable sources of electricity (renewables) cause grid instability (blackouts) and higher electricity rates.
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 A Tale of Two Years and Two Worlds


By Ashby Foote
 | 
January 6, 2024



Charles Dickens put it well 165 years ago, “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity…” This is an apt metaphor for the stock market and the world in 2023 and perhaps for 2024 as well. Last year saw seven magnificent technology stocks promising glorious productivity gains from Artificial Intelligence (AI) lead the S&P 500 to dramatic double-digit returns




Read More...
















And Another One Bites the Dust


By Kelley Williams
 | 
December 1, 2023



Enviva has been in the news lately. Mongabay News reported a company whistleblower (they’re everywhere) says the company’s green claims are fraudulent. The claims also defy common sense. But so do solar plants that supply electricity 25% of the time when it’s needed 24-7-365. Hey, you’re not supposed to ask if green energy makes common sense or economic sense. Just pretend it does.




Read More...
















A Conversation with Mark Mills on the Future of Energy


By Ashby Foote
 | 
November 6, 2023



We delve deep into the complex world of energy with expert Mark Mills of the Manhattan Institute as he debunks myths and shines a light on the future.  From the realities of electric vehicles to the impact of green energy on the mining industry, we cover it all.




Read More...
















Academic Fraud Busters


By Kelley Williams
 | 
October 4, 2023



Who you gonna call when a Harvard Business School tenured professor lies about her research? Research about why people lie and cheat. Fraud Busters, that’s who. A recent Wall Street Journal article profiled three academic fraud busters. They’re busy.




Read More...
















BPF Book Review: Reframe Your Brain by Scott Adams


By Ashby Foote
 | 
September 22, 2023



Reframing how one looks at the world and life itself can be a great way to get out of an old rut and find a new groove and Reframe Your Brain presents a systematic approach to incorporate reframing into your everyday life.




Read More...
















A Local Perspective: Soaring Pension Costs Puts Pressure on Budgets


By The BPF Editorial Board
 | 
August 7, 2023



When the PERS Board voted to increase taxpayer funding by raising the “employer contribution rate” five percentage points at a cost of $265 million, most attention was given to state-supported entities (think: agencies, K-12 public schools, community colleges, and public universities). Yet the total funding required by this rate hike is $345 million, with some $80 million in new financial obligations placed squarely on the shoulders of Mississippi’s cities and counties.  Unless something changes, the new rate (and higher costs) become effective July 1, 2024.




Read More...





























Mississippi River Flooding Charts

Publications
Charts indicating the frequency for flooding in pre- and post-1973 at various points along the Mississippi River.
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Stay Connected with the latest news, research and opinions from the Magnolia State.
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Sign up for EnewsFor Email Newsletters you can trust.
















Mission










Bigger Pie Forum: Promoting market-driven economic growth for a bigger and brighter Mississippi.

Our mission is to research and share educational information that fosters greater economic freedom and individual responsibility.
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